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The Earth’s natural processes can manifest themselves 
in many different ways. In the UK wind storms, 
floods and landslides form the principal forces that 

can influence the built environment. These natural events 
generally only have a local impact on the population and 
the economy.

However, the UK’s civil engineering community has 
an international perspective to its work, which takes our 
firms across the globe, where potentially more devastating 
natural events occur such as tsunami, volcanic eruptions 
and earthquakes. Events such as the 2004 Boxing Day tsu-
nami or the 1991 Pinatubo eruption have had a significant 
impact not only on regional populations, but also on the 
world’s environment. In the future it is inevitable that an-
other major earthquake will strike a mega-city either in 
the developed or the developing world, such as the Mexico 
City earthquake on 19 September 1985, which caused the 
collapse of most 10 to 20 storey buildings in the city (Fig-
ure 1). More recently the L’Aquila earthquake in Italy has 
shown us the consequences of a moderate earthquake on a 
relatively small community in a developed country (EEFIT, 
2009). Apart from the tragic loss of life that would accom-

pany the occurrence of a major event near a mega-city, the 
financial implications to the country’s economy, and po-
tentially the world’s economy, could be as significant as the 
current recession.

The following article (written before the recent earthquake in Haiti) was 
originally requested by the Civil Engineering Yearbook and will also ap-
pear in the 2010 edition of this publication.

Figure 1.  Top down collapse of building in Mexico City 
(Earthquake Engineering Field Investigation Team, 

EEFIT)
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Seismologists and earthquake engineers have attempted 
to estimate the likelihood of these inevitable events. A few 
examples are given below:

Parsons et al. (2000) have suggested that there is a 62  •
± 15% chance of a magnitude 7.0Mw earthquake oc-
curring within the next 30 years in Istanbul. 
The USGS (2003) have suggested a 70 ± 10% chance  •
of a magnitude 6.7Mw earthquake within the next 30 
years in San Francisco.
Stein et al (2006) have indicated a 30% ± 20% chance  •
of a magnitude 7.3Mw earthquake within the next 30 
years in Tokyo. The Japanese Government estimates 
11,000 deaths and 210,000 wounded. The projected 
cost is $1.0 trillion (130% of GDP). 

Clearly the exposure to the world’s population and econ-
omy will only grow in the coming decades as migration 
to cities continues. If we consider the current mega-cities 
around the world and compare their locations to the Glo-
bal Seismic Hazard Map (GSHAP, 1999), about 54% of that 
population grouping lies in areas of high seismic hazard 
(PGA > 0.2g), whilst about 31% lie in areas of very high 
seismic hazard (PGA > 0.4g). The civil engineering com-
munity has a significant part to play in mitigating the risks 
posed in these circumstances, be it through appropriate 
design and construction of new infrastructure or the as-
sessment or upgrade of existing structures.

Anyone who has walked through the devastation fol-
lowing an earthquake will tell you that it is fairly obvious 
why certain structures have collapsed – for example, a poor 
site location, perhaps near an unstable slope, will always 
be more vulnerable in earthquakes – and that good design 

is no substitute for poor construction. The example of the 
Californian State University car park is a classic case study, 
where despite very ductile external frames, internal sup-
ports were deficient leading to collapse (Figure 2). These 
are things that civil engineering can ensure are properly 
addressed so that as a minimum, lives are not lost in future 
events. Our intent must be to develop more resilient com-
munities.

The last decade has seen the development of new seismic 
codes of practice, for example Eurocode 8 in Europe or the 
International Building Code in the USA. These should lead 
to better and safer designs. But there are still several ques-
tions to consider:

Do civil engineers do enough to ensure the legislation  •
is in place to ensure all structures are designed to ac-
ceptable standards across the world? 
How can civil engineers ensure those designs are  •
constructed adequately, especially in countries where 
the legislation is either lacking or conveniently over-
looked? 
What should civil engineers do about the structures  •
that have been designed and built before the intro-
duction of the latest codes?
Should civil engineers get more involved in educa- •
tion, in schools, to local communities and national 
governments?
How can we influence disaster management plans, to  •
ensure the impact of future earthquakes can be mini-
mised?

Some say these questions can only be answered by politi-
cians or policy makers and therefore we often hide from 

Figure 2.  California State University Car Park, Northridge 
(Earthquake Engineering Field Investigation Team, EEFIT)
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our responsibilities. But do politicians truly understand 
the potential impacts and the long term investments that 
are required? How good are we at communicating these 
issues to the key decision makers? The next major earth-
quake may not hit a city for many years, but only with in-
vestment today will future impacts be lessened. In our case 
prevention can be the cure.

As chartered engineers, we have a duty of care and a so-
cial responsibility to ensure we are building a better and 
safer world for future generations. This implies persuad-
ing our clients (those who pay our fees and those who use 
the facilities we build) that a more hands-on approach 
from project concept to completion can provide greater 
value and reduced life cycle costs. I accept that this may 
be difficult for some clients, who are after a quick return 
on their investment, but our duty of care should extend to 
those who will use the building in the coming decades. We 
should be looking to provide a sustainable infrastructure 
that protects life, the economy and the environment.

The desperately poor communities in Haiti have been chal-
lenged by one of Earth’s most devastating natural events.  
Haiti is a region where earthquakes are to be expected but 
the double tragedy that has occurred in Haiti is not only 
the immediate collapse of so many buildings but there be-
ing nowhere for those surviving the initial event to seek 
shelter, medical help and sustenance, following such a trag-
edy.  Robust civil infrastructure like hospitals, community 
and government buildings and the road/bridge lifelines be-
tween them were not in place to provide a few safe havens 
following such an overwhelming event.  Every day high-
lights the access problems for those trying to help. 

Historically, one can understand that the focus of the lo-
cal communities was, and always will be, on where the next 
drink or meal will come from and not preparedness for 
events way beyond these daily challenges.  So, whilst the 
immediate tragedy will have many immediate and long-
term repercussions, rather than looking back, let’s look for-
ward and in our international support try to start building 
the essential seismically-robust civil infrastructure that we 
already know how to build.  We can’t defend every com-

munity against such events in the immediate future world-
wide, but we can at least mitigate future consequences as 
we re-build, and supplement this with education in good 
building practice for the greater community.

Brian Tucker, writing in the Guardian a couple of weeks 
ago, reflected on the ‘rule of thumb’ that every dollar of 
the funds now being donated directed towards mitigating 
the consequences of natural disasters, potentially saves ten 
dollars of future damage.

If you would like to know more about the impact of 
earthquakes and what has been achieved worldwide by 
many communities exposed to such natural disasters, 
both in terms of preparedness of the infrastructure and in 
education, Professor Robin Spence’s SECED Mallet-Milne 
Lecture of 2007 “Saving lives in earthquakes: Successes and 
failures in seismic protection since 1960” is a very good 
starting point.  It is an authoritative publication in itself but 
also full of references to a host of other good work on this 
subject worldwide.

Ian G Smith
Chairman (2008-2010)

A note on the recent earthquake in Haiti 

SECED Young Engineers' Conference – Call for abstracts

The SECED Young Engineers' Conference will be held on 4 November 2010 at University College London.  It aims 
to bring together young engineers from both industry and universities to meet and interchange ideas related 
to the study and practice of earthquake engineering and civil engineering dynamics. The deadline for receiving 
abstracts (limited to a maximum of 500 words) is Friday 14th May 2010.  A Word document template for the ab-
stracts can be found at the Conference website: http://www.cege.ucl.ac.uk/events/yec. For enquiries regarding 
the conference, please contact Ms. Bhupinder Sehra at the following email address: b.sehra@ucl.ac.uk.
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The 2007 NIIGATAKEN-CHUETSU-OKI EARTHQUAKE 
and the  

KASHIWAZAKI-KARIWA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

There follows a brief report of the SECED meeting 
on 25 November at which Dr Willy Aspinall pre-
sented a talk on the above subject, having been on 

two out of the three IAEA Missions to the plant since the 
2007 earthquake.  (The agreed objectives of those missions 
were to identify lessons that might have implications for 
the international nuclear safety community and regulatory 
regimes.) 

 The Kashiwazaki-Kariwa (KK) Nuclear Power Plant 
(NPP) is the largest NPP site in the world involving seven 
units producing a total of 45.24 TW-hr.  It is owned by To-
kyo Electric Power Co. (TEPCO), and supplies electricity 
to the Greater Tokyo area, but not (as far as is known) to 
the local Niigata Prefecture within which it is sited.  On 16 
July 2007 it was hit by ground motions from the magnitude 
6.6Mw / 6.8MJMA Niigataken Chuetsu-oki earthquake 
which seriously exceeded its design basis.  

The salient details of the Niigataken Chuetsu-oki earth-
quake are:

Origin Time: 10:13 (local) 16 July 2007
Magnitude: 6.6Mw
Epicentre:  Lat. 37° 33.4’N; Long. 138° 36.5’E
Depth: ca. 17 km

This puts the epicentre offshore about 16km north of the 
NPP in a region characterized by former detachment nor-
mal faults with transfer faults, created during the forma-
tion of Japan under extensional conditions and now active 
as thrusts driven by compressional forces due mainly to 
subduction of the Pacific plate.  

The epicentre was about 150km SSW of that of the 
7.6Mw 1964 Niigata earthquake which provided the well-
known pictures of toppled buildings and a key data point 
for liquefaction studies.  In the 2007 event, there was ex-
tensive damage to vernacular buildings and infrastructure 
in the area around Kashiwazaki City – with 15 fatalities 
and more than 35,000 buildings damaged or destroyed.  At 
and around the KK NPP site, there were very obvious and 
immediate signs of earthquake effects, including extensive 
damage to approach roads, and a transformer fire with co-

pious smoke that was easily visible from off site.
At the time of the earthquake, the four operating reac-

tors were shut down successfully by automatic seismic trip 
systems, the other three units being out for re-fuelling.  
(Had it been necessary, operator intervention would have 
been difficult in at least one control room as the door al-
lowing access to the hotline phone to TEPCO HQ was 
wedged shut by the earthquake!)

Unfortunately, the free-field ground motions for the 
mainshock as recorded at the plant itself were overwrit-
ten by subsequent aftershocks (data transfer telecomms to 
TEPCO HQ were down): as a result, the principal sources 
of information in this regard are the reactor base-mat in-
struments.  Mostly, these waveforms look reasonably ‘nor-
mal’ for an M6.6 event at a distance of about 16km: how-
ever, all the records include a late very sharp acceleration 
pulse, the amplitude of which varied under the different 
Units.  It was these spikes that produced the peak accel-
erations that were so much in excess of the design basis 
ground motion levels.  (It has been suggested that some 
other, off-site, records having unusual appearances rep-
resent nonlinear soil behaviour but that conclusion looks 
somewhat questionable.)

An interesting seismological debate surrounds the vari-
ous models that have been posited to represent the source 
of this earthquake.  These models include one which in-
vokes three asperities, the last of which is a higher stress 
drop event than the initiating asperity, is mapped down-
dip from both the two preceding ruptures and is presumed 
to produce the late high acceleration spike.

 Because no on-site free-field data were recovered for the 
mainshock, empirical Green’s Function (eGF) modelling 
has been used to estimate what the time histories might 
have been.  However, whilst eGF synthesized horizontal ac-
celeration time histories reproduced many of the features 
of the observed time histories at Unit 1 base-mat level, they 
did not replicate accurately the all-important third pulse.  
(Also, the velocity- and displacement time history counter-
parts were far less convincingly matched, with the vertical 
motions being especially discrepant.)

In attempting to elucidate the ground motions, Japanese 

David Mallard has kindly contributed the following report from the evening meeting on the 25th of November:
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experts have identified several factors they regard as im-
portant influences on effects at site. Wave amplitudes were 
enhanced at the fault source because of high stress drop 
and, for waves propagating in the site azimuth, by rupture 
directivity effects. These radiating waves were then affected 
by marked structural irregularities in the 5 – 8km thick 
sedimentary cover under the site (with internal strata fold-
ing further increasing amplification at the south, Unit 1, 
end of the site) and, ultimately, by marked heterogeneity of 
the local soil layering beneath Unit 1.   

Overall, the estimated free-field ground motion at Unit 
1 (using a 3-D finite difference method analysis) was ~7 
times larger than the Taisen Spectrum (which is the usual 
reference for Japanese NPPs), whereas it was only 3 times 
increased at Unit 5 location (north end of site).   This said, 
the base-mat level responses are thought to have been at-
tenuated relative to the surface responses as a result of 
embedment effects (said to be 0.4 times at Unit 1, and 0.6 
times at Unit 5).

Since the earthquake, major investigations of the geol-
ogy and geological structure beneath and around the KK 
site, including geophysical surveying, have been carried 
out.  The offshore seismic sections show a clear SE-dipping 
fault at depth that appears to coincide with aftershock loca-
tions, although two possible shallower strands of the struc-
ture extend above the level of the aftershocks.  Very shallow 
antithetic faulting, landward of the KK NPP site, has also 
been imaged.

Resulting uplift and subsidence patterns have been mod-
elled, and ascribed to horizontal displacements produced 
by slip on the inferred causative fault; these seem to match 
levelling measurements made on two lines to the north of 
the site.  Interpretation of the measurements, which were 
made along roads, is complicated in several places by lo-
calized slumping of road embankments.  On-site levelling 
measurements appear to suggest a co-seismic 24cm uplift 
of the whole site took place.  This invites the speculation 
that the pulse-like responses on the strong motion records 
might be due to this, rather than true vibratory ground 
shaking, with a mechanism that may have involved move-
ment on the back fault: this is clearly a topic meriting closer 
investigation. What is fairly clear, too, was that the after-
shocks of the 2007 NCO earthquake did not manifest the 
same large pulse-like features as seen on the mainshock 
records.

Given this possibility, it may well be the case that the 
possibility of wholesale co-seismic uplift (or subsidence) 
needs to be considered as a ‘new’ hazard for operating 
NPPs, given its potential for compromising control rod 
movement.  Although, at KK NPP, tilting of the reactor 
buildings and other structures due to uplift was said to be 
well within allowable tolerances, such an outcome might 
not be the case at other sites with different geological struc-
ture and perhaps larger magnitude earthquakes.  

It may be noted that there were several instances of more 

conventional ground effects on site, including small-scale 
surface slumping, surface cracks and sand boils.  However, 
no fault rupture displacement had propagated to the sur-
face from either of two known near-surface fault features, 
which strike below some of the reactor buildings.  These 
were made accessible for inspection after the earthquake 
by sinking deep shafts and, in both cases, the indications 
were that no co-seismic displacement had taken place.

The most notable photographs of damage to engineered 
elements show the transformer which caught fire; the ex-
haust ducts and stacks which suffered differential move-
ment (allowing radioactivity to escape to the atmosphere), 
severe soil settlements near piled structures and broken 
buried water pipes for fire fighting.  As an examplar of 
the remedial steps that are being taken, these latter pipes 
are now being mounted above ground.  In much the same 
vein, because water from spent fuel ponds in Unit 6 had 
slopped over and percolated through cable ducts to reach 
a non-RCA sump where it was pumped to the sea, higher 
barriers are being installed around all the fuel ponds.  A 
number of other, very minor but instructive examples of 
seismic damage were observed. 

Various steps have been taken to re-evaluate the design 
basis ground motions for NPPs in Japan and, although the 
precise logic invoked in making these revisions is some-
what opaque, currently acceptable peak acceleration values 
have been enumerated for most NPP sites.  In the case of 
KK NPP, the new design basis ground motions are based 
on predominantly deterministic estimates of the site spec-
tral responses from the offshore “F-B Fault” (M7.0), and 
from the onshore Nagaoka Plain West Fault (M8.1), cou-
pled with the site-specific sub-surface structure model 
developed since the earthquake.  These calculations are 
not straightforward, however, due to the need to anchor 
the new free-field Ss level(s) (which replaces the previous 
S1 and S2 levels) to values that can be associated, through 
analysis, to corresponding acceleration levels at base-mat 
level(s).  Thus, the new Ss levels are intended to reflect the 
(inferred) significant difference in response seen in the 
earthquake between Units 1 to 4 at the south end of the site 
and Units 5 to 7 at the north end: the values decided upon 
are 2300 gal and 1209 gal respectively, in marked contrast 
to the previous S2 level for the whole site which was 450 
gal.  This decision begs the question whether such extreme 
differences in response across this site are likely to arise in 
any future earthquake which may, of course, originate in a 
different location with different seismological source prop-
erties?

Since the earthquake, TEPCO has had to depend on 
thermal power plants, resulting in increased emissions of 
24 million tonnes of CO2 (approximately 3% of Japan’s to-
tal emissions per year).  Financially, the company suffered 
about US$9 billion loss of income during the first year after 
the earthquake, and has spent more than US$300 million 
improving the quake resistance of just Units 6 and 7.  
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The official view in Japan is that taking 22 months to 
restart after the earthquake was too long, even though the 
deliberations had to be “precautious”.  This said, reactors 
at three other Japanese NPPs are, or have recently been, 
shut down due to strong earthquakes: Onagawa; Shika; 
and, most recently, Hamaoka NPP due to the Surugawan 
Earthquake of 11 August 2009 and experience suggests 
such shut-down periods are typically 1 to 2 years duration, 
or even longer.

At KK, formal consent was given for restarting Unit 7 
on 8 May 2009: subsequently, Unit 6 was about to go into 
commercial operation when, on 19 November 2009, a fire 
broke out in the turbine building of (non-operating) Unit 
3.   The fire was quickly extinguished, but smoke came out 
of the roof crane's winding mechanism brake unit and 
the consent for Unit 6 to operate commercially was with-
drawn.

Lessons learnt 

Although the KK NPP was hit by peak accelerations sig-
nificantly exceeding the original design basis, the reactors 
behaved in a safe manner so that the automatic shutdown 
of Units 3, 4 and 7 (operating at full power) and Unit 2 (in 
start-up state) was safely achieved.  After the earthquake, 
the safety-related structures and systems were found to be 
in better condition than might have been expected for such 
a strong earthquake, possibly as a result of conservatisms in 
the design process but also, perhaps, because the peak ac-
celerations were related to a single pulse of motion, rather 
than sustained shaking overall.  Whatever their contribu-
tions, these two factors were apparently sufficient to com-
pensate for uncertainties in the hazard exposure estimates 
and the methods used to design the plant. 

However, some structures, systems and components that 
were not – in the usual formal sense - safety-related were 
significantly affected as has been described above: notwith-
standing their relatively minor importance, these incidents 
can have the effect of undermining public confidence and, 
consequently, are bad for public relations.  

A vast amount of new data has been collected concern-
ing this earthquake and the KK NPP site.  

Detailed geophysical investigations have been used to 
define a new seismic input to the plant by identifying the 
potential existence of active faults underneath the site.  
Even so, significant seismological, geological, geophysical 
and geodetic issues remain and one potentially major con-
sideration for sites elsewhere in the world is that a ‘new’ 
hazard (co-seismic ground uplift or subsidence) may have 
to be contemplated.

The experiences and researches described here can be 
expected to have had a significant impact on the prepara-
tion of the forthcoming revision of the IAEA Safety Guide 
NS-G-3.3 on the evaluation of seismic hazards for nu-

clear installations, especially in relation to the modelling 
of ground motion from nearby faults.  Notably for Japan, 
TEPCO has launched a confirmatory programme of re-
search for the use of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis 
related to ground motion, as well as probabilistic fault dis-
placement hazard analysis.  A similar programme is also 
planned by the Japan Nuclear Energy Society (JNES).

Discussion

There then followed a lively discussion of the material 
presented by Dr Aspinall: the following brief notes record 
some of the salient points (if there are any errors in this 
regard, the blame rests with the meeting champion).

 In response to a query from David Mallard regarding 
the design basis ground motions used for the post-earth-
quake fixes, Aspinall indicated that it was not exactly clear 
(to him) what those ground motions had been as the fixes 
were being progressed at the same time as the necessary 
revisions to the design levels were under consideration.

Edmund Booth queried the necessity for retro-fitting 
and strengthening the roof trusses over the turbine hall: 
Aspinall suggested this was prompted by the deformation 
of, and damage to, the flues and stack towers.

Bryan Skipp asked what might be the consequences of 
the uncertainties that must exist in the interpretation of 
the geophysical survey and the whole issue of handling 
uncertainty was then effectively enlarged upon by Julian 
Bommer who went on to suggest that there is no need, 
nowadays, for any research into the use of the probabilistic 
approach to hazard assessment.  Indeed, he was concerned 
that deterministic methods were still allowed by the IAEA 
Safety Guides.  Finally, Prof. Bommer said he had heard 
that a 3km borehole is being put down on the KK NPP site, 
and Aspinall indicated he believed this to be the case.

David Robeson asked about the effect of the earthquake 
on the operators and their ability to function.  This was 
believed to be one of the reasons why the policy in Japan is 
to rely on automatic shutdown with no need for operator 
intervention either at the plant (or, thankfully, in the case 
of Unit 6 at a remote location).

Ziggy Lubkowski had been involved in probabilistic 
hazard assessments in Japan and, on that basis, found the 
original, deterministically-derived, S2 design level surpris-
ingly low.  He asked whether a retrospective PSHA has been 
done for KK NPP?  Aspinall replied that he knew Chuck 
Connor and Laura Connor (Univ. South Florida) had done 
a seismicity kernel modelling exercise for the Kashiwazaki-
Kariwa region, in the wake of the earthquake, but did not 
think it was yet published (see below). 

David Smith asked about the policy with regard to the 
siting of NPPs in Japan, suggesting perhaps it is to concen-
trate stations mainly in the south?  Aspinall admitted he 
was not au fait with Japanese high-level siting policy.
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Paul Doyle was concerned about the length of time the 
NPPs were shutdown.  This was said to be due, in part, to 
the effects on public and official confidence of a rather poor 
record of housekeeping including fires, as described in the 
talk.

Robert May was concerned about tilt or damage to the 
long CW canal.  Willy Aspinall said there had been some 
cracking, as shown in one of the slides, and that this had 
been repaired.

As someone who has been struggling to obtain research 
funding, Roger Musson was pleased, at last, to see a clear 
link between earthquakes and global warming through 
consequential increased CO2 emissions!

Bryan Skipp asked about the seismic susceptibility of 
data telecoms, highlighting the obvious need for this topic 
to be dealt with in regulations or safety guidelines.  John 
Bethell thought that as they had not, so far, been seen as 
being safety-critical, they were probably not formally cov-
ered in such documents.

Finally, Alice Walker noted that, even this country, there 
were lessons regarding ‘incidental’ effects that needed to be 
absorbed from the Japanese experience.

Post-meeting Note

Based on the 5.5Mw activity exceedance rate value [5×10-6 
events per km2 per year], Connor and Connor’s earthquake 
spatial density estimate implies that the probability 
of occurrence of a 6.6Mw, shallow depth (< 25km) 
earthquake somewhere in the region around the KK NPP 
site out to 200km may be about 7×10-3 per year, equivalent 
to an event average return period of about 140 years.  A 
simple areal hazard model based on this, with many brave 
assumptions (e.g. values for b-value, MMAX, etc), indicates 
the equivalent 10-4 probability per annum pga at the KK 
NPP site, given uniform areal activity density, might be 
estimated at about 0.7g.  

Again using Connor and Connor’s activity rate figure 
and the same assumptions about b-value etc., the probabil-
ity of a 6.6Mw event within 16km of the site works out to be 
about 4.5×10-5 per year, which equates to a return period 
of about 22,000 years. 

 Given the lowest recorded base-mat pga at KK NPP (322 
gals) and the lowest estimated base embedment reduction 
factor (0.6), the free-field pga in the 2007 event might have 
been as low as about 0.55g, but probably much higher (the 
highest recorded base-mat acceleration, 680 gals, would 
imply 1g in the free-field, at least).  On the basis of the in-
formal and simplistic ad hoc hazard analysis summarized 
above, a peak free-field acceleration of 0.55g approximates 
to an expected 4,000 year return period event exceedance, 
whilst 1g pga corresponds to an event with 55,000 year re-
turn period.

The activity rate density estimate derived by Connor and 

Connor has wide uncertainty bounds associated with it, so 
the figures provided above are purely illustrative, not de-
finitive.

Afternoon Seminar

Understanding the 
Measurement of Soil 
Dynamic Properties

Speakers
Prof Matthew Coop  – Imperial College

Dr Giovanny Alvarado – Imperial College
Dr Rune Dyvik – Norwegian Geotechnical Institute 

Prof Herve Di Benedetto  – ENTPE, France
Geoff Ricketts – Soil Mechanics Ltd

Prof Sebastiano Foti – Politecnico di Torino, Italy
Prof Richard Jardine – Imperial College

Chair
Dr Stavroula Kontoe – Imperial College

Andrew Coatsworth – Nuclear 
Installations Inspectorate

Outline content
Dynamic soil properties are of intrinsic interest 
in many engineering applications ranging from 

foundations for vibrating machinery to earthquake 
engineering. Dynamic soil properties are also of ex-
trinsic interest as a surrogate measure of static soil 
properties, especially at small strains. The two ses-
sions of the seminar discuss various laboratory and 

field methods of measuring dynamic soil properties, 
giving particular emphasis to data interpretation.

Following the seminar, BGA will host the an-
nual Rankine Lecture. This lecture, which 

also takes place at Imperial College, is on a 
theme closely related to this seminar:

Stiffness at Small Strain – Research and Practice, by 
Professor Chris Clayton, University of Southampton.

Wednesday 17 March 2010 at 1.30pm
Room 201, Department Of Civil Engineering, Impe-

rial College, Skempton Building, London, Sw7

For more information, go to www.seced.org.uk.

David Mallard
David Mallard & Associates
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An Update to Seismic Hazard & Risk in the UK

This paper reproduces a presentation given by Zygmunt Lubkowski at the Frontiers in Seismology Conference held 
in Edinburgh on the 2nd and 3rd April 2009.

Zygmunt Lubkowski
zygi.lubkowski@arup.com
Arup

John E. Alarcon
jalarcon@air-worldwide.com
AIR Worldwide

Jack Pappin
jack.pappin@arup.com
Arup

Introduction

In 1993 Arup published the report “Seismic Hazard & Risk 
in the UK” for the Department of the Environment.  As 
part of that study a probabilistic seismic hazard assessment 
was carried out for the whole of the UK, which incorporat-
ed three source models, five magnitude recurrence curves 
and three ground-motion predictive (attenuation) equa-
tions (GMPEs).  The original analyses were carried out in 
the DOS based program SISMIC, whose source coding was 
provided in the report.

Since this time a number of seismic hazard studies have 
been undertaken for the UK and its coastal waters (e.g. 
Musson et al, 1997; EQE, 2002 etc).  These culminated in 
the development of 475 and 2475 year hazards maps by 
Musson and Sergeant (2007) for use with the UK National 
Annex to Eurocode 8.

As part of Arup’s research effort into seismological is-
sues, the original Arup model has been updated to include 
earthquakes recorded between 1990 and 2007, the entire 
catalogue converted to moment magnitude, and five GM-
PEs, including the latest NGA and European formulations 
that may be applicable to the UK.  These set of source zones 
and GMPEs were used to account for the aleatory variabil-
ity and epistemic uncertainty in each model.  This work 
has been carried out in the new Windows version of Oasys 
SISMIC.

This has highlighted a number of interesting findings:
The original model developed in 1993 appears to be  •
reasonably robust.
There appear to be significant differences with the  •
Musson and Sargeant (2007) results, especially in ar-
eas of apparently lower seismicity. Though these dif-
ferences may have a reasonable explanation.

This paper provides an overview of the changes made to 
the original Arup model and presents the results in terms 
of peak ground, short period and long period accelerations 
for return periods of 475 and 2475 years.  Several sites 

around the UK are examined, identifying in particular the 
variability and key contributions to the results. 

Earthquake Catalogue

The original historical and instrumental earthquake cata-
logue developed for the Arup (1993) study was updated 
with instrumentally recorded data from the British Geo-
logical Survey (BGS) from 1990 to 2007.

As in all seismic hazard analysis methods a consistent 
magnitude scale must be adopted.  Recent GMPEs use mo-
ment magnitude (Mw), whilst the original catalogue was 
developed in terms of surface wave magnitude (MS).  The 
new BGS data was principally in terms of local magnitude 
(ML), therefore appropriate conversion formulae had to be 
selected to ensure a consistent magnitude scale.  

The relationship derived by EPRI (1994) for stable con-
tinental regions worldwide was used for adjusting MS into 
Mw.

Log(Mo) = 22.47 - 0.40MS + 0.14MS
2,

Mw = 2/3 [Log(Mo) - 16.1],
with Mo in units of dyne cm.

The relationship proposed by Grünthal & Wahlström 
(2003), which use a database of central, northern and 
north-western European earthquakes, was used for adjust-
ing ML into Mw.

Mw = 0.67 + 0.56ML + 0.46ML
2.

The statistical completeness of the catalogue was assessed 
and the following completeness thresholds were selected:

1200 – 2006:   Mw ≥ 5.3,
1800 – 2006:   Mw ≥ 4.7.
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Seismotectonic Model

To account for the epistemic uncertainty in the definition 
of earthquake sources, Arup (1993) suggested three differ-
ent source models, one assuming uniform seismicity, one 
based on observed seismicity and the final one based on 
the tectonic zones.  These are shown in Figure 1.  They were 
derived based on the expert judgement of several experts 
involved in the study.  More discussion of their derivation 
can be found in Arup (1993).

Table 1 presents the activity rates for each of the zones 
shown in Figure 1.  These were derived by assessing the 
magnitude recurrence of the whole area and each zone in-

dividually.
Since the magnitude scale used in the original Arup 

(1993) earthquake catalogue has been changed from MS 
into Mw scale, a new set of recurrence relationship for the 
UK in terms of Mw has been formulated.  Figure 2 shows 
the complete earthquake data for the whole region and the 
five magnitude recurrence models that were selected to ac-
count for the epistemic uncertainty in the data.  The mini-
mum magnitude was set to 4.7Mw, which is equivalent 
to 4.0MS, as used in the original Arup (1993) study.  The 
maximum magnitude was varied from 5.8Mw to 6.8Mw.  
The weightings for the five curves shown in Figure 2 were: 
1 (0.24); 2 (0.16); 3 (0.12); 4 (0.30) and 5 (0.18).

Model PSHA weight Area
Activity density

(Mw > 4/yr/106 km2)

Model 1 – Average Seismicity 0.3 Whole Country 4.69
Model 2 – Zoned Seismicity 0.4 Background (Zone 1) 1.06

Scotland (Zone 5) 24.90
Anglesey (Zone 2) 23.83
Central (Zones 3 & 4) 22.92

Model 3 – Seismotectonic 0.3 Background (Zone 1) 1.07
Zones 2 & 7 8.59
Zones 3, 4, 5 & 6 11.82

Table 1: Source models and activity rates

Figure 1: Alternative Seismotectonic Source Models (Oasys SISMIC Graphical Output)
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Figure 2: Magnitude recurrence relationships used in the PSHA logic tree

Predictive 
equation

Tectonic
region Region C M R

Focal 
Mech Site Class Max SA(s)

Boore & Atkin-
son (2007)

Shallow crustal 
earthquakes

Worldwide 
(California)

GMro Mw Rjb 3 VS30 10.0

Campbell & Bo-
zorgnia (2007)

Shallow crustal 
earthquakes

Worldwide 
(California)

GMro Mw Rseis 3 VS30 10.0

Atkinson & 
Boore (2006)

Stable
continental

Eastern North 
America

Rm Mw Rrup - VS30 5.0

Toro et al. 
(1997)

Stable
continental

Eastern North 
America

Rm Mw Rjb - Rock 2.0

PML (1988) Stable
continental

UK L MS Rhyp - Hard 1.0

Notes

C Use of the horizontal components of each record: GMro – rotated geometric mean as proposed by Boore et al. (2006); L - largest 
component; Rm – random component.

M Magnitude scale used: MS – surface wave magnitude; Mw – moment magnitude.

R Source-to-site distance definition (see Abrahamson & Shedlock, 1997): Rhyp – hypocentral distance; Rjb – closest horizontal 
distance to the fault rupture projection on the surface; Rseis – closest distance to the presumed zone of seismogenic rupture 
on the fault (assumes that near surface rupture in sediments is non-seismogenic); Rrup – closest distance to rupture surface.

Site Class Number of site classifications used: VS30 – average shear wave velocity in the uppermost 30m of the soil profile.

Max SA(s) Maximum response period in seconds for which a GMPE is formulated.

Table 2: Ground Motion Predictive Equations
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Ground Motion Predictive Equations 
(GMPE)

Five GMPEs have been selected for application in this 
study (two from the ENA region, two from shallow crustal 
earthquakes in active tectonic regions and one specifically 
derived for the UK). The particular characteristics of each 
equation are summarised in Table 2; these characteristics 
are presented in terms of the horizontal component defini-
tion used in the derivation of the equation, the magnitude 
scale and distance definitions used, focal mechanisms and 
site classes employed, and maximum response period for 
which a GMPE is formulated.  It should be noted that the 
new version of Oasys SISMIC directly takes into account 
theses differences, so a consistent result can be generated.  
An equal weighting (0.2) was assumed for each GMPE.

Seismic Hazard Results and Conclusions

The probabilistic seismic hazard assessment (PSHA) 
has been carried out in Oasys SISMIC using the seismic 
source model, recurrence relationships, GMPEs and logic 
tree weightings described above. Oasys SISMIC calculates 
the annual frequency or rate at which specified hazard val-
ues are likely to be exceeded at a site due to area and fault 
sources.    The number of standard deviations in the analy-
ses were limited to 4, since Strasser et al (2008) suggests 
3.72 standard deviations is appropriate for return periods 
up to 10,000 years.  The results are presented for bedrock 
level (VS30 of 800 m/s) equivalent to Soil Type A in Eu-
rocode 8 (EN1998:2004).

Table 3 presents the bedrock peak ground acceleration 

(PGA) values for return periods of 475 year and 2475 years 
for five locations around the UK.  In addition the short pe-
riod (0.2s) and long period (1s) values are presented.   Eu-
rocode 8 suggests that no seismic design is required if 475 
year PGA falls below 0.40m/s2 (defined as very low seis-
micity), however the results below indicate the 475 year 
PGA is greater than 0.40m/s2 in a couple of UK locations.

Figure 3 shows typical output from Oasys SISMIC.  The 
two images show the seismic hazard curves which show 
the impact of different GMPEs and the impact of the dif-
ferent source models.  One clear conclusion is from Figure 
3 is that the PML (1988) equations appear to represent a 
good “average result” for the UK.  Oasys SISMIC also pro-
vides magnitude and distance contribution plots together 
with the 5%, 15%, 50%, 85% and 95% percentile results and 
response spectra for pre-defined return periods.

Figure 4 shows the results of two previous studies for 
the UK, one from Arup (1993), the other from Musson 
& Sargeant (2007), which was developed for use with the 
UK National Annex to Eurocode 8.  Please note the Arup 
(1993) map is presented in terms of MSK intensity.  The 
values of MSK intensity V, VI and VII are broadly equiv-
alent to a PGA of 0.3, 0.6 and 1.0m/s2 respectively.  The 
principal conclusions from a comparison between the re-
sults in Table 3 and maps in Figure 3 are:

The revised results are broadly in line with the results  •
given in Arup (1993).
These revised results generally indicate higher hazard  •
than suggested by Musson & Sargeant (2007), except 
for Cardiff.

In the fullness of time more locations will need to be ana-
lysed to get a clearer picture of the variation of hazard 
across the UK.

Location
PGA (m/s2) 0.2s (m/s2) 1.0s (m/s2)

475yr 2475yr 475yr 2475yr 475yr 2475yr

Cardiff 0.45 1.00 1.00 2.20 0.15 0.35
Carlisle 0.60 1.40 1.25 3.00 0.20 0.45
Edinburgh 0.30 0.65 0.65 1.45 0.15 0.25
Ipswich 0.25 0.65 0.60 1.45 0.15 0.25
London 0.30 0.80 0.70 1.70 0.15 0.25

Table 3: Seismic Hazard Results for Five UK Locations
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Figure 3: Seismic Hazard Curves from Oasys SISMIC
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Figure 16 - PGA hazard map for 2,500 year return period. 

approximately 15 km intervals in both directions, and this defines the spatial resolution of the 
maps. The contours were generated using a regularised spline technique based on twelve-point 
samples. (This was chosen to avoid smoothing away peaks in the hazard.) 

The map (Figure 15) of PGA values with 10% probability of being exceeded in 50 years (475 
year return period) shows that for most of the country values are less than 0.02 g, the exceptions 
being north-west Wales, south Wales, and a belt extending through the Welsh Marches to the 
Peak District. This contour also includes the Channel Islands, and just clips the coast of east 
Kent. The figure of 0.04 g is reached in a small part of north-west Wales and along the south 

Regional variation of calculated MSK 
Intensity recurrence (Arup, 1993)

2475 year Bedrock Peak Ground Acceleration 
(Musson & Sargeant, 2007)

Figure 4: Seismic Hazard Maps for the UK
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Year Day Mon
Time

Lat Lon
Dep Magnitude

LocationUTC km ML Mb Mw

2009 01 JUL 19:24 52.27N 2.98E 8 2.1 SOUTHERN NORTH SEA
2009 04 JUL 06:49 9.59N 78.97W 38 6.0 PANAMA
At least 32 people injured and ten buildings damaged in the Panama City area.
2009 07 JUL 21:49 53.25N 1.81W 1 2.0 BUXTON, DERBYSHIRE
2009 09 JUL 11:19 25.63N 101.10E 7 5.7 YUNNAN, CHINA
One person killed, 336 others injured and severe damage in the Yao’an area.
2009 15 JUL 09:22 45.76S 166.56E 12 7.8 SOUTH ISLAND, NZ
Felt throughout the South Island and the southern part of North Island, New Zealand and as far away as SE Aus-
tralia. Power outages occurred in many areas of South Island and several small landslides were reported.
2009 26 JUL 12:17 53.37N 4.46W 7 2.2 ISLE OF ANGLESEY
Felt Llanfachraeth and Cemaes Bay (3EMS).
2009 26 JUL 22:46 59.70N 1.72E 10 2.4 NORTHERN NORTH SEA
2009 03 AUG 17:59 29.04N 112.90W 10 6.9 GULF OF CALIFORNIA
2009 08 AUG 13:26 29.36N 105.44E 10 3.7 SICHUAN, CHINA
Two people killed, one person injured and more than 440 houses damaged or destroyed in Rongchang.
2009 08 AUG 14:42 55.23N 3.49W 4 2.4 JOHNSTONEBRIDGE, D & G
2009 09 AUG 10:55 33.17N 137.94E 297 7.1 HONSHU, JAPAN
One person killed, 123 others injured and over 5,000 buildings damaged in the Shizuoka area.
2009 10 AUG 04:06 11.61S 166.09E 35 6.6 VANUATU ISLANDS REGION
2009 10 AUG 19:55 14.10N 92.89E 5 7.5 ANDAMAN ISLANDS
2009 10 AUG 20:07 34.74N 138.26E 40 6.1 HONSHU, JAPAN
2009 12 AUG 22:48 32.82N 140.40E 53 6.6 IZU ISLANDS, JAPAN
2009 16 AUG 07:38 1.48S 99.49E 20 6.7 MENTAWAI, INDONESIA
2009 17 AUG 00:05 23.50N 123.50E 20 6.7 RYUKYU ISLANDS, JAPAN
2009 28 AUG 01:51 7.15S 123.43E 642 6.9 BANDA SEA
2009 30 AUG 14:51 15.22S 172.57W 11 6.6 SAMOA ISLANDS
2009 02 SEP 07:55 7.78S 107.30E 46 7.0 JAVA, INDONESIA
At least 81 people killed, over 1,290 others injured and severe damage in western Java leaving some 25,000 peo-
ple homeless.
2009 07 SEP 22:41 42.66N 43.44E 15 6.0 GEORGIA
One person injured in Oni and over 1,000 houses damaged or destroyed in northwest Georgia.
2009 12 SEP 20:06 10.71N 67.92W 10 6.3 OFFSHORE VENEZUELA
Eighteen people injured and seventeen buildings damaged in Moron, Venezuela.
2009 15 SEP 00:30 53.74N 1.12E 6 3.3 SOUTHERN NORTH SEA
2009 18 SEP 11:53 6.51N 124.72E 10 5.7 MINDANAO, PHILIPPINES
At least 91 people injured and 76 buildings damaged in South Cotabato and Sultan Kudarat provinces.
2009 18 SEP 23:06 9.14S 115.59E 79 5.7 BALI, INDONESIA
Seven people injured and several buildings damaged in the Denpasar area.

Notable Earthquakes July  –  December 2009
Reported by British Geological Survey
Issued by: Davie Galloway, British Geological Survey, January 2010.
Non British Earthquake Data supplied by The United States Geological Survey.
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Year Day Mon
Time

Lat Lon
Dep Magnitude

LocationUTC km ML Mb Mw

2009 21 SEP 08:53 27.33N 91.44E 14 6.1 BHUTAN
At least 11 people killed and several others injured in Mongar and Tashigang. Many buildings destroyed and 
many roads damaged throughout Bhutan.
2009 29 SEP 17:48 15.49S 172.10W 18 8.1 SAMOA ISLANDS
At least 192 people killed and hundreds injured on Samoa, American Samoa and on Niuatoputapu, Tonga. The 
majority of casualties occurred as a result of the large tsunamis that were generated. Widespread damage oc-
curred throughout the region.
2009 30 SEP 10:16 0.72S 99.87E 81 7.5 SUMATRA, INDONESIA
At least 1,117 people killed, 1,214 injured and over 180,000 buildings destroyed or damaged leaving around 
450,000 people homeless in the Padang and Pariaman areas. Landslides disrupted power and communications 
throughout the region.
2009 30 SEP 13:04 53.70N 0.69W 13 2.9 ALKBOROUGH, N LINCS
Felt Brigg, Grimsby and Bradford (3EMS).
2009 01 OCT 01:52 2.52S 101.50E 10 6.6 SUMATRA, INDONESIA
Three people killed and scores of houses destroyed in Kerinci.
2009 04 OCT 10:58 6.74N 123.38E 620 6.6 MINDANAO, PHILIPPINES
2009 06 OCT 05:05 51.78N 4.09W 11 2.5 CARMARTHENSHIRE
Located near Llannon, Carmarthenshire, SW Wales.
2009 07 OCT 21:41 4.08N 122.37E 574 6.8 CELEBES SEA
2009 07 OCT 22:03 13.01S 166.51E 45 7.6 VANUATU ISLANDS REGION
2009 07 OCT 22:18 12.52S 166.38E 35 7.8 VANUATU ISLANDS REGION
Tsunami wave recorded with maximum wave heights (peak to-trough) of 62cm at Port Villa, Vanuatu, 40cm at 
Kawaihae, Hawaii and 10cm at Santa Monica, California.
2009 07 OCT 23:13 13.09S 166.50E 31 7.4 VANUATU ISLANDS REGION
2009 08 OCT 02:12 11.66S 166.18E 35 6.6 VANUATU ISLANDS REGION
2009 08 OCT 08:28 13.30S 165.91E 35 6.8 VANUATU ISLANDS REGION
2009 10 OCT 04:17 53.50N 2.33W 8 1.5 GREATER MANCHESTER
Felt Swinton, Greater Manchester (3 EMS).
2009 13 OCT 05:37 52.75N 167.00W 24 6.5 ALEUTIAN ISLANDS
2009 22 OCT 19:51 36.52N 70.95E 186 6.2 HINDU KUSH,AFGHANISTAN
Five people killed in Mirpur, Pakistan.
2009 24 OCT 14:40 6.13S 130.39E 130 6.9 BANDA SEA
2009 24 OCT 17:12 49.45N 5.60W 5 2.1 LIZARD POINT, CORNWALL
2009 30 OCT 07:03 29.22N 129.78E 34 6.8 RYUKYU ISLANDS, JAPAN
2009 01 NOV 07:20 25.96N 100.83E 25 5.0 YUNNAN, CHINA
At least 28 people injured and around 30,000 homes damaged in Binchuan and Xiangyun Counties.
2009 03 NOV 23:26 27.33N 56.20E 14 5.1 SOUTHERN IRAN
At least 269 people injured and several houses damaged in Bandar-Abbas.
2009 05 NOV 09:32 23.73N 120.74E 18 5.6 TAIWAN
One person injured in T’ai-ping and minor damage in Nan-t’ou.
2009 08 NOV 19:41 8.21S 118.63E 18 6.6 SUMBAWA, INDONESIA
Two people killed in Kolo and hundreds injured in Bima. Severe damage in the region estimated at around 
US$2.5millon.
2009 09 NOV 10:44 17.24S 178.34E 591 7.3 FIJI ISLANDS REGION
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Date Venue Title Organiser

24/03/2010
at 13:30

Imperial College London
Lecture Theatre 201, 2nd floor
Department of Civil Engineering
Skempton Building 
London

Understanding the Measurement of 
Soil Dynamic Properties
For more information, see page 7 in 
this Newsletter 

SECED, BGA
Andrew Coatsworth 
(NII)
Stavroula Kontoe 
(UCL)

31/03/2010
at 18:00

Institution of Civil Engineers
One Great George St
Westminster 
London

Demonstration of the Suitability of 
Couplers for Blast-Resisting Explosives 
Facilities at AWE
Speakers: Rob Fielder & Brian Young 
(AWE)

SECED
Paul Doyle (Jacobs)

28/04/2010 Institution of Civil Engineers
One Great George St
Westminster 
London

The Haiti Earthquake
Speakers to be confirmed
(Preceded by the AGM)

Chris Browitt
(Edinburgh Univer-
sity)

Forthcoming events

Year Day Mon
Time

Lat Lon
Dep Magnitude

LocationUTC km ML Mb Mw

2009 13 NOV 03:05 19.39S 70.32W 27 6.5 TARAPACA, CHILE
Power outages occurred throughout the city of Iquique, northern Chile.
2009 16 NOV 15:43 56.41N 5.41W 8 2.0 OBAN, ARGYLL & BUTE
Felt Oban (3 EMS).
2009 17 NOV 15:30 52.13N 131.40W 3 6.6 QUEEN CHARLOTTE ISLES
2009 24 NOV 12:47 20.71S 174.04W 18 6.8 TONGA
2009 25 NOV 01:21 49.27N 6.14W 5 2.2 ISLES OF SCILLY
2009 02 DEC 17:52 51.70N 3.24W 9 2.1 BARGOED, CAERPHILLY
2009 08 DEC 21:51 26.41S 27.49E 2 3.5 SOUTH AFRICA
Two people killed and three injured in a mine near Carletonville.
2009 08 DEC 03:08 9.95S 33.88E 8 5.9 MALAWI
One person killed, another fifteen injured and around 3,000 buildings damaged or destroyed in the Karonga area.
2009 13 DEC 05:39 56.48N 5.96W 11 2.3 ISLE OF MULL
Felt Isle of Mull, Oban and Acharacle (3 EMS)
2009 14 DEC 23:20 52.41N 3.69W 5 2.4 LLANGURIG, POWYS
Felt Aberystwyth (3 EMS).
2009 17 DEC 15:26 53.05N 2.96W 8 2.0 WREXHAM
2009 19 DEC 13:02 23.78N 121.64E 49 6.4 TAIWAN
Fourteen people injured in Hualien County.
2009 19 DEC 23:19 10.09S 33.83E 6 6.0 MALAWI
Three people killed and at least 200 injured in the Karonga area.
2009 24 DEC 15:45 56.14N 3.91W 11 2.1 STIRLING
Located near Cambuskenneth, Stirling.
2009 24 DEC 16:12 53.02N 2.18W 1 2.1 STOKE-ON-TRENT, STAFFS
Felt Stoke (3 EMS).

For up-to-date details of SECED events, visit the website: www.seced.org.uk 
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